
 

Study Guide Unit 1: Scientific Notation & Historical Figures 
 

Convert each to/from scientific notation to/from standard form: 1-11 ALL ON GUDIED NOTES 

 

1. 1.962 x 10-3= _______________________________ 

2. 8.375 x 10-4= _______________________________ 

3. 4.483 x 10 5= _______________________________ 

4. 5.255 x 104= ________________________________ 

5. 0.0004534= ________________________________ 

6. 2,355= ____________________________________ 

7. 78,653= ___________________________________ 

8. 0.778= ____________________________________ 

 

Fill in the Blank: 

9. Geocentric Model: 

1. Define: Earth centered 

2. Draw: 

3. Problems with this model:  

i. The planets appear to change brightness, implying a change of distance. 

ii. The planets undergo retrograde motion “Spiral Motion” 

iii.  They move backwards compared to the direction the Sun moves. 

iv. Why would perfectly circular motion reverse itself? 

v. The Sun, Moon, and Planets do not move at the same speed all the time. 

vi. Didn’t explain why Mercury and Venus stayed close to the Sun 

 

4. Who favored this model? 

i. Aristotle (Father), Ptolemy (Perfected), Brahe (but tried to create his own 

model), Ero.  

10. Heliocentric Model: 

1. Define: Sun centered 

2. Draw: 

3. Problems with this model:  

i. The changing speeds of the Sun, Moon, and planets is not explained by 

simply placing the Sun at the center of the universe. 

ii. We do not feel the Earth moving 



iii. If the Earth were spinning, wouldn’t we be thrown off into space 

 

4. Who favored this model? 

i. Copernicus (Father), Galileo (Perfected), Kepler, Newton 

 

11. Newton invented the Law of ________________________ 

______________________________, which included 3 different laws of motion.  

1. Law 1 states: 

2. Law 2 states: 

3. Law 3 states: 

12. ______________________ invented the reflecting telescope. What are the differences 

between refracting and reflecting telescope? 

1. Reflecting Telescope: 

i. What was the benefit of this telescope? Use 2 mirrors to reflect light 

2. Refracting Telescope: 

i. What was the benefit of this telescope? Use 1 lens to show image 

13. Newton stated gravity affected what types of objects? All objects 

14. What occurred when Newton was elected President of the Royal Society? Everyone 

understood his achievements 

15. Calculus allow for someone to measure _________________ and 

__________________________ surfaces. Curves and irregular  

16. Where did Newton develop most of his theories? At home 

17. What is the relationship to the moon orbiting around earth to the apple Newton 

discovered falling from the tree? Objects with mass and matter are affected 

18. Newton important life facts: 

1. Birth place/ date:  

2. Death place/ date: Westminster Abby, London 

i. What other significant figure was buried at this location? Buried by 

Queen Elizabeth 

19. What is Newton’s relationship with dealing with money? He helped the Royal Mint catch 

counterfeiters  

20. Define Astronomy: Study of space 

21. Define Astrology: Study of stars 

22. What are the three universe models? 

1.  Geo. With retro 



2.  Helio. With retro 

3.  Helio with ell. 

23. What type of universe model do we live in including rotation? Helio. With elliptical  

24. What universe model did early astronomers favor mostly? Geo with retro 

25. Who is considered the father of the geocentric model? Aristotle 

26. Who is known as the “father” of the Heliocentric model? Copernicus  

27. How did Mercury and Venus effect the heliocentric model? No longer blocked the sun 

from other Earth 

28. What did astronomers believe the stars in the sky were? Wandering planets 

29. What did Aristotle believe was not necessary to prove ideas and theories? Solid evidence 

30. __________________ is known to have “perfected” the Geocentric theory. Ptolemy 

31. Why doesn’t Copernicus share his book written about the Heliocentric model? ON 

GUDIED NOTES 

32. What are the seven points written by Copernicus? ON GUDIED NOTES 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

33. What was wrong with Copernicus’ theory? He still believed in the Helio. But with 

retrograde motion 

34. When Galileo was sentenced to house arrest what did he do during that time? Completed 

the Copernicus system 

35. What did Galileo discover? Telescope 

36. What did Galileo discover prove? Craters and mountains on Earth; 4 moons on Jupiter; 

sunspots and phases of Venus  

37. Tycho was known for making two things, what were they? (SKIP) 

1.   

2.   

38. What was Kepler discovery? All planets revolve in elliptical motion 

39. What was Kepler’s three laws of planetary motion? ON GUDIED NOTES 

1.   

2.   



3.   

40. How did Eratosthenes improve the calendar? Created leap year 

41. How was Eratosthenes able to measure the circumference of the Earth? Sun shadows 

42. Newton conducted hundreds of experiments on _____ and discovered the origin of the 

spectrum created by _______. Light; prisms 

43. Kepler: 

1. Birth Location Holy Roman Empire 

2. Birth Date: 12/27/1571 

3. College attended: The Univ. of Tubigen 

i. Studies while in college: Lutheran Ministry 

44. Kepler created 3 laws called: (List each below including importance) ON GUDIED NOTES 

1.   

2.   

3.   

45. NASA has a _______________ ________________________ and ______________________ 

_____________________________ named in honor of Kepler. Space operation; a planet-

locating telescope 

46. Galileo: 

1. Born: 2/15/1564 

2. Where was he born? Pisa, Italy 

3. When did he die? 1/8/1642 

4. College attended? Univ. of Pisa 

i. Studied during college? Medicine 

ii. Studied after college? Math 

47. What instrument did Galileo learn to play as a child? Lute 

48. Before becoming an Astronomer, Galileo wanted to become? Priest 

49. Galileo discovered _______ moons on planet __________________, which are now 

named, “_________________________________________ “ 4; Jupiter; Galilean Moons 

50. Galileo was an inventor who is known for creating: Telescope; Compass; Thermometer 

1.   

2.   

3.   

51. In ___________________ Galileo suffered from a fever and _________________ 

__________________________________, where he later died at the age of 

_______________. 1642; Heart palpitations; 77 



52. Aristotle: 

1. Location of birth: Stagira, Greece 

2. Date of birth: 384 BC 

3. Date of death: 322 BC 

53. In ______________ BC Aristotle tutored Alexander the Great.  

54. Ptolemy live in _________________ in the Roman province of Egypt. Alexandria 

55. Ptolemy: 

1. Date of birth: 90 AD 

2. Location of birth: Egypt, Roman Empire 

56. Ptolemy wrote a book called, ___________________________. Almagest 

57. Tycho Brahe: 

1. Date of birth: 12/14/1546 

2. Location of birth: Denmark 

58. Tycho Brahe wanted to study what two content areas in college? Latin and Law 

59. Brahe attended what college? University of Copenhagen 

60. At ___________ years old Brahe witnessed a great sun eclipse and gained interest in 

Astronomy. 13 

61. Tycho discovered a new _________________________________. 

62. Tycho Brahe confirmed __________________________________________ were not 

atmospheric phenomena. Comets 

63. Who is known as the “father of modern observational astronomy”? Galileo 

64. Copernicus created a model of the universe that placed the sun where? Center of the 

universe 

65. Ptolemy created the Handy Tables. What predications did it help with? Sun, Moon, 

planets, and Eclipses 

66. Tycho Brahe believed what about the sun? It revolved around the earth 

67. Whose book triggered a revolution and was considered a major event in the history of 

science? Copernicus 

68. Johannes Kepler helped which astronomer? Brahe 

69. Galileo’s telescope improved from 3x magnification to ________x magnification. 30 

70. This astronomer noticed the spectral line of the sun: ____________________________ 

Fraunhofern 

71. In the 3rd century BC, what did Eratosthenes do? Calculated the circumference of the 

Earth 



72. This astronomer developed a classification system for stars: 

_____________________________ Annie Jump Cannon 

73. This astronomer discovered Titan while studying the rings of Saturn: 

______________________ Huygens 

74. He used Tycho’s notes to come up with the law of planetary motion: Kepler 

75. He discovered that the universe was expanding  because most objects were Red Shifted: 

Hubble 

76. He discovered Uranus and IR Radiation: William Herschel 

77. She discovered the first 4 pulsars: Jocelyn Bell Burnell 

78. Among his many accomplishments are the laws of motion and gravity:  Newton 

79. Sir Isaac Newton invented what form of math? Calculus  

80. Newton was the first person to explain ________________________ scientifically. Tides 

81. This person came up with the idea of General Relativity: Einstein 

82. Albert Einstein won the Nobel Prize in what year? 1921 

83. Edwin Hubble observed that the universe is what? Expanding 

84. Who discovered that other galaxies existed? Hubble 

85. The female was the first American professor in astronomy: Maria Mitchell 

86. Maria Mitchell studied these planets: Jupiter and Saturn 

87. _______________________ proposed that early after the Big Bang, mini-black holes 

existed. Stephen Hawking 

88. Hawking hypothesized that black holes emit subatomic particles until ________________. 

Explode 

89. Henrietta Swan was ______________________________________. Deaf and Smart 

90. During her career H. Swann discovered over ______________________________ stars. 

2400 


